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"As a physician, I contend that nuclear technology threatens life on our planet with extinction. If

present trends continue, the air we breathe, the food we eat, and the water we drink will soon

be contaminated with enough radioactive pollutants to pose a potential health hazard far

greater than any plague humanity has ever experienced."--Helen CaldicottFirst published in

1978, Helen Caldicott's cri du coeur about the dangers of nuclear power became an instant

classic. In the intervening sixteen years much has changed--the Cold War is over, nuclear arms

production has decreased, and there has been a marked growth in environmental awareness.

But the nuclear genie has not been forced back into the bottle. The disaster at Chernobyl and

the "incidents" at other plants around the world have disproven the image of "safe" nuclear

power. Nuclear waste dumping has further poisoned our environment, and developing nuclear

technology in the Third World poses still further risks.In this completely revised, updated, and

expanded edition, Dr. Caldicott defines for the 1990s the dangers of this madness--including

the insidious influence of the nuclear power industry and the American government's complicity

in medical "experiments" using nuclear material--and calls on us to accept the moral challenge

to fight against it, both for our own sake and for that of future generations.

From Publishers WeeklyThis revised edition of Caldicott's 1978 polemic against nuclear power

examines the dangers posed by the nuclear power industries of the 1990s.Copyright 1994

Reed Business Information, Inc. --This text refers to the paperback edition.From the Back

CoverFirst published in 1978, Helen Caldicott's cri du coeur about the dangers of nuclear

power became an instant classic. In the intervening sixteen years much has changed - the

Cold War is over, nuclear arms production has decreased, and there has been a marked

growth in environmental awareness. But the nuclear genie has not been forced back into the

bottle. The disaster at Chernobyl and the "incidents" at other plants around the world have

disproven the image of "safe" nuclear power. Nuclear waste dumping has further poisoned our

environment, and developing nuclear technology in the Third World poses still further risks. In

this completely revised, updated, and expanded edition, Dr. Caldicott defines for the 1990s the

dangers of this madness - including the insidious influence of the nuclear power industry and

the American government's complicity in medical "experiments" using nuclear material - and

calls on us to accept the moral challenge to fight against it, both for our own sake and for that

of future generations. --This text refers to the paperback edition.About the AuthorHelen

Caldicott is an internationally recognized antinuclear activist, cofounder of Physicians for Social

Responsibility, and founder of the Women’s Action for Nuclear Disarmament and the

International Physicians to Save the Environment. She lives in Australia. --This text refers to the

paperback edition.Read more
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Chernobyl9 Advanced Nuclear Reactors for the United States10 The Cold War Ends and the

Hot War Starts11 Waste CleanupNotesIndexIntroductionSince I first wrote Nuclear Madness

in 1978, many things have happened. In March 1979, Three Mile Island (TMI) melted down

and became a household word for the horrors of nuclear power. Then in March 1986,

Chernobyl blew its top and distributed radioactivity throughout Europe and indeed the Northern

Hemisphere. As many as half a million people could be condemned to die of cancer or

leukemia, or to be born genetically deformed, as a result of this catastrophe.Australia elected a

Labour Government in 1982, led by Prime Minister Bob Hawke, which overthrew its own anti-

uranium policy enacted in the 1970s as a result of enlightened moves by the Australian Council

of Trade Unions. But despite the fact that Australia exports uranium to nine countries now, we

have no commercial nuclear power plants, and at this stage only a small, aging, very dirty

research reactor on the outskirts of Sydney.1 We grow nonradioactive food, which is one of our

main export assets, but because the government is pro-uranium, it chooses not to advertise

our nonradioactive food to a world that is becoming irrevocably polluted with long-lived

radioactive isotopes, some of which are manufactured from our uranium. However, the

Australian government is about to sabotage our clean food policy by agreeing to cooperate

with the proposed Indonesian nuclear power program. Indonesia plans to construct up to 12

nuclear reactors in locations prone to earthquakes and volcanoes in the next 10–15 years. A

nuclear meltdown could well contaminate much of the Australian land mass, and we will then

be exporting radioactive food, to a radioactive Northern Hemisphere. Plans are being made to

supply Australian uranium to Indonesian reactors.2I returned to live in Australia in 1987, after

fourteen years in the United States. During the intervening years I visited North America on

lecture tours at least twice a year and have kept abreast of policies and changes in the nuclear

scene. Amazing revelations have surfaced both in the United States and the Confederation of

Independent States (CIS) over the last four years, exposing the most horrific radioactive mess

contaminating the land of most states of the United States of America and many of the

republics of the former Soviet Union.Together, the nuclear establishments of the cold war

warriors have engaged in the biggest cover-up in the history of the world. The legacy of cold

war nuclear bomb production translates into a hot war of contaminated food, air, and water,

both for us and for all future generations of humans, animals, and plants.And to make matters

worse, despite the horror and sense of repulsion evoked by Three Mile Island and Chernobyl,

the nuclear power industry of the United States has been diligently working to reassure an

uneasy public that nuclear power is clean, cheap, and safe.One of its arguments is that no

greenhouse gases are produced at nuclear reactors. But the truth is that the main global

warming gas, carbon dioxide, is emitted at each step of the nuclear fuel chain, from uranium

mining, milling, enrichment, fuel fabrication, construction of the reactor, transportation and

storage of radioactive waste, and decommissioning of old reactors. So nuclear power adds to

greenhouse warming as well as to radioactive pollution.Nuclear power is now by far the most

expensive form of electricity production, if one calculates the cumulative cost of taxpayer

subsidies to the industry at each step of the fuel chain, from uranium mining right through to



the storage of radioactive waste.It is also obviously extremely unsafe, as opposed to the

fallacious claims made by the nuclear industry in their eye-catching advertisements. This book

enumerates the medical dangers at each step of the nuclear fuel chain.The number of jobs

created by an almost defunct industry are minute compared to the number of potential jobs

that could be created by constructing massive solar and wind electricity farms, backfitting every

building in the United States to solar power, and ensuring that all new buildings are heated,

cooled, and powered by the sun and wind.What a vision for a grand new world, and what a

wonderful model for the developing world, which could be so inspired by this example that it

might be helped to bypass the fossile fuel and nuclear era, thus reducing greenhouse warming

and additional nuclear pollution.But as nuclear power becomes more and more distasteful to

U.S. citizens, General Electric, Westinghouse, and other nuclear companies are bandying their

wares to other countries such as Indonesia, the Philippines, Thailand, Malaysia, Taiwan,

China, and former Eastern Bloc States. No country has a solution to the storage of radioactive

waste. Most pretend that it does not exist. They turn a blind eye to the problem, while the

thermally hot, used fuel rods pulsate with radiation in their fuel pools, promising an uncertain

and dangerous future for our children and all future generations.Recent revelations sparked by

the U.S. Secretary of Energy, Hazel O’Leary, have exposed Nazi-like radiation experiments

which were performed on more than 1,000 innocent American citizens throughout the Cold

War years.From 1946 to 1956, 49 retarded boys at the Fernald State School in Waltham,

Massachusetts, were fed radioactive iron and calcium in their breakfast cereal by scientists

from Harvard and MIT without their parents’ informed consent. A dose equivalent of 50 X-rays

was incurred. Many of these boys have since died without any followup. The experiments were

sponsored by the Atomic Energy Commission and Quaker Oats.750 poor, pregnant women

were given radioactive iron at a free prenatal clinic at Vanderbilt University in Nashville,

exposing their fetuses to radiation levels thirty times above normal. At least three of the

children died of cancer by the age of eleven.As recently as 1971 over 100 prisoners in Oregon

and Washington state prisons were paid $5 a month so that scientists could irradiate their

testicles with extremely high doses of radiation. They all became temporarily sterile. They were

later given vasectomies to “avoid the possibility of contaminating the general population with

radiation-induced mutants,” according to Dr. Carl Heller who ran the experiments. Catholics

were exempted from the vasectomy.At the University of Cincinnati College of Medicine in the

60s and 70s, indigent cancer patients were exposed to very high levels of radiation so they

developed acute radiation illness. Nine of the first forty irradiated died within 38 days.The Oak

Ridge National Laboratories in Tennessee exposed nearly 500 patients with leukemia and

other cancers to exceptionally high levels of radiation from radioactive cesium and cobalt,

including a six-year-old boy.Argonne National Laboratories outside Chicago injected 18

patients with plutonium between 1945 and 1947. All have since died.Seven newborn babies,

six of whom were black, were injected with radioactive iodine to see if it was absorbed by their

thyroid glands.Between 1960 and 1971, the Atomic Energy Commission irradiated 87 destitute

cancer patients with hundreds of rads (battlefield doses) to determine what level of radiation

would cause a soldier “to not follow orders, be dysfunctional or throw up in his face mask in an

airplane.” Nine died within twenty days of irradiation. These patients had an average IQ of

86.An army study in the 1950s gave radioactive iodine to Eskimos and Indians in Alaska and to

GIs stationed there to study thyroid function in cold weather.NASA signed an agreement with

the AEC in 1964 to perform radiation experiments on people to determine how much radiation

from the sun would affect astronauts.The Department of Energy is still engaged in scores of

radiation experiments for its own research.The CIA is not cooperating in the review ordered by



Secretary O’Leary but, according to Mr. Steven Aftergood of the Federation of American

Scientists, the CIA tests were “more secret and more lethal” than other departmental

experiments.3More is yet to be revealed in 32 million pages of documents about to be released

by the DOE.As well, the United States conducted 204 secret underground nuclear tests over

45 years, and at least 34 of them vented radiation into the atmosphere.4Senator John Glenn

recently revealed that the United States deliberately dropped radioactive material from aircraft

or released it on the ground a dozen times after 1945. Eight of the tests were part of secret

radiation weapons research in Tennessee and Utah; four other times, radiation was released to

the atmosphere so that pilots could chase the fallout cloud to assess its mobility. People living

downwind were irradiated. This was described as a “systematic radioactive warfare program”

on the American people by Mr. Arjun Makhijani, president of the Institute for Energy and

Environmental Research.5Meanwhile, military nuclear waste in the form of spent fuel rods

rusts and leaks in its cluster of cooling pools at Savannah River, South Carolina; Hanfard,

Washington; and Idaho National Engineering Laboratories near Idaho Springs. Radiation is

leaking so fast that purification systems can barely keep up and workers have been exposed to

sharply higher radiation levels recently.6 And explosions of reprocessed high-level radioactive

waste at eleven reprocessing facilities in six states may be imminent. Such an event would

permanently contaminate surrounding areas of land and populations.7Russia wants to dump

more radioactive waste into the sea because of a catastrophic lack of storage space.8And to

cap off the saga of nuclear nightmares, a woman with acute myelogenous leukemia is suing

Southern California Edison over the lack of safety precautions at the San Onofre nuclear power

plant. She has six months to live and was contaminated by fuel “fleas,” microscopic particles of

radioactive material that escaped from tiny holes in sealed areas during her two years of

employment as an inspector from 1985 to 1986. This is the first worker safety suit brought by a

U.S. nuclear employee. There will be thousands more.9NUCLEARMADNESSChapter 1Our

Own Worst EnemyI am a child of the atomic age. I was six years old when American atomic

bombs were deployed against the Japanese, and I have grown up with the fear of imminent

annihilation by nuclear holocaust. At this writing, nuclear power has metastasized around the

globe, with a total of 422 nuclear power plants worldwide and forty-five under construction.

There are forty-four reactors in Japan with ten in production; fifty-six in France, with five in

production (many are aging and need expensive repairs);1 and thirty-seven in the United

Kingdom, with one to be completed. The United States has 108 operating reactors, 20 are

closed and 2 are under active construction; its nuclear industry plans to build 175 more over

the next thirty-six years, if it can obtain the necessary funding. The nuclear facilities stand to

inherit the earth.2As a physician, I contend that nuclear technology threatens life on our planet

with extinction. If present trends continue, the air we breathe, the food we eat, and the water

we drink will soon be contaminated with enough radioactive pollutants to pose a potential

health hazard far greater than any plague humanity has ever experienced. Unknowingly

exposed to these radioactive poisons, some of us may be developing cancer right now. Others

may be passing damaged genes, the basic chemical units that transmit hereditary

characteristics, to future generations. And more of us will inevitably be affected unless we bring

about a dramatic reversal of the world’s pronuclear policies.I learned about the carcinogenic

(cancer-causing) and mutagenic (gene-altering) effects of nuclear radiation during my first year

of medical school, in 1956. At that time, the United States and the Soviet Union were

conducting atmospheric bomb tests. My genetics teacher did not connect his lectures on

radiation to the fall out produced by these explosions, but the relationship became clear to me

when newspapers reported that radioactive strontium 90, a by-product of atomic testing, had



been carried around the world by high-level winds, deposited on the earth as nuclear fall out,

and was being found in high concentration in cow’s milk and in the deciduous teeth and,

presumably, the bones of children. At the same time, the long-term medical consequences of

radiation were just beginning to appear, in the form of an increased rate of leukemia among

Japanese atomic bomb survivors.Most people with whom I’ve spoken know very little about the

medical hazards posed by nuclear radiation, although they have, over time, been sensitized to

the risk of nuclear war. Atomic bomb anxiety was prevalent in the 1950s, and most Americans

were acutely aware of the devastation that nuclear war implies. Children were constantly diving

under their desks and crouching in school corridors during simulated nuclear attacks, and a

film called “Duck and Cover” advocating such behavior was distributed widely by the U.S.

government. The bomb shelter business boomed and the nation prepared a program of civil

defense. Americans were justifiably scared. People recognized that nuclear disarmament could

mean the difference between a secure future for them and their children, and no future at

all.3But during the 1960s, the American public became preoccupied with other matters:

political assassination, the Civil Rights movement, the Vietnam War. The threat of nuclear

holocaust was submerged by these more immediate problems. Only the Pentagon sustained

its interest in nuclear development: in the race to keep ahead of the Soviet Union, America’s

military strategists continued to stockpile more and more nuclear weapons, while developing

and refining delivery systems, satellites, and submarines.In the early 1980s, the antinuclear

movement led by Physicians for Social Responsibility revitalized peoples’ concern about the

medical implications of nuclear war; and by 1985, 75 percent to 80 percent of Americans

opposed the nuclear arms race. Mikhail Gorbachev then ascended to the Soviet presidency,

and as a result of his policies, the Berlin Wall was dismantled and Germany reunited, the Baltic

States were set free, and Glasnost and Perestroika ended the Communist State. The cold war

was in effect over, and both the United States and the former Soviet Union began dismantling

their nuclear missiles.In the 1990s, however, it is of the utmost urgency that we refocus our

attention on the problems posed by nuclear technology, for we have entered and are rapidly

passing through a new phase of the atomic age. Despite the fact that reactor technology is

beset with hazardous shortcomings that threaten the health and well-being of the nations that

employ it, nuclear power plants are still spreading throughout the world. Moreover, by making

peaceful nuclear technology available to any nation wealthy enough to buy a nuclear reactor,

we are inviting other countries to join the international “nuclear club” militarily, as well as

economically. Officially, there are five nations with nuclear weapons: France, China, Great

Britain, the United States, and the Confederation of Independent States. But unofficially, Israel,

India, South Africa, and Pakistan definitely possess nuclear weapons, while Argentina, North

and South Korea, Japan, Iraq, Iran, Taiwan, and Brazil, among others, have shown possible

interest and have the capability to manufacture nuclear weapons.4 Any country owning a

nuclear reactor is capable of joining the global nuclear weapons club.In view of the threat that

nuclear technology poses to the ecosphere, we must acknowledge that we have reached an

historic turning point. Thousands of tons of radioactive materials released by uranium mining,

milling, enrichment, and by routine operation of the plant, as well as accidental releases and

nuclear explosions, are now dispersing through the environment. The nuclear fuel itself is one

million times more radioactive when it comes out of the reactor than when it went in. In

addition, the entire reactor becomes contaminated, and the whole thing will eventually become

radioactive waste. Nonbiodegradable, and some potent virtually forever, these toxic nuclear

materials will continue to accumulate, and eventually their effects on the biosphere and on

human beings will be grave. Many people already have, and many more will begin to develop



and die of, cancer; or their reproductive genes will mutate, resulting in an increased incidence

of congenitally deformed and diseased offspring, not just in the next generation, but for the rest

of time. An all-out nuclear war, a remote but still a viable possibility, would kill millions of people

and accelerate these biological hazards among the survivors. The earth would be poisoned

and laid waste, rendered uninhabitable for eons.“But what can I do, as an individual?” is a

refrain I hear whenever I draw people’s attention to the problems threatening our survival.

Economic pressures and the frustration of dealing with a biased government and unresponsive

bureaucracy leave many people feeling helpless, although we did prove in the 1980s that

individuals can alter world events.My experience in Australia from 1971 to 1976 and later,

taught me that democracy can be made to work—that by exerting electoral pressure, an

aroused citizenry can still move its government to the side of morality and common sense. In

fact, the momentum for movement in this direction can only originate in the heart and mind of

the individual citizen. Moreover, it takes only one person to initiate the process, and that person

may be politically naive and inexperienced, just as I was when I first spoke out.As a

pediatrician, I have devoted most of my professional life to working with children born with

cystic fibrosis, the most common inherited childhood disease. The abnormal gene that carries

this fatal disorder is found in one in twenty Caucasians; the disease’s incidence is one in 1,600

live births. Watching my patients die of respiratory failure, and seeing other children in the

wards die of leukemia and cancer, has motivated me to speak publicly and to write this book.

Knowing that the incidence of congenital diseases and malignancies has and will continue to

increase in direct ratio to the radioactive contaminants polluting our planet, I cannot remain

silent.My personal commitment to human survival was sparked when I read Bertrand Russell’s

autobiography. In Russell I found the moving example of a man who faced up to the dangers of

the atomic age and, despite all odds, dedicated himself to ridding the earth of nuclear

weapons. By 1962, his “ban the bomb” movement had culminated in the International Test Ban

Treaty signed by the United States, Great Britain, and the Soviet Union; and the world briefly

waxed hopeful that the superpowers would begin to disarm. When, in 1971, I discovered that

France had been conducting atmospheric tests over its small colony of Mururoa in the South

Pacific since 1966, thus contravening the treaty inspired by Russell’s work, I became indignant.

I knew that when an atomic bomb explodes near the earth’s surface, the mushroom cloud that

billows into the sky carries particles of radioactive dust. Blown from west to east by

stratospheric winds, these particles descend to the earth in rainfall and work their way through

the soil and water into the food chain, eventually posing a serious threat to human life.At the

time few Australians knew of the testing or were aware of its inherent dangers. I decided that it

was my duty as a physician to protest France’s disregard for the health of my fellow

Australians, and I began by writing a letter to a local newspaper. That letter generated some

supportive correspondence, and a TV news program asked me to comment on the medical

hazards posed by fall out. France had tested another nuclear device, and planned to detonate

another four more in the next few months. Each time the French tested a bomb I appeared on

television again, explaining the dangers of radiation. As the public became better informed, a

movement to stop the French tests coalesced around the medical facts.The informal campaign

that grew up around these televised talks gained greater momentum when I exposed a secret

government report, passed on to me by a sympathizer employed by the state government of

South Australia, which confirmed that in 1971 a high level of radiation had been found in South

Australian drinking water. In June 1972, government inspectors detected 1,860 picocuries of

radiation per liter of rainwater, compared with a normal background radiation level of 50

picocuries and the “safe” maximum of 1,000 arbitrarily established by the International



Commission of Radiological Protection. Shocked by the realization that their water supplies

were now sufficiently contaminated to pose a genuine threat to them and their children, the

citizens of Australia took action. Thousands joined marches held in Adelaide, Melbourne,

Brisbane, and Sydney; a spate of editorials and statements by eminent scientists demanded

an end to the testing; newspapers devoted full pages to angry letters from readers;

dockworkers refused to load French ships; postal workers refused to deliver French mail;

consumers boycotted French products. A Gallop poll showed that within a year 75 percent of

the Australian public had grown opposed to the French tests. And on June 15, 1972, in

response to enormous public pressure, the Australian government instructed its

representatives to the United Nation’s Stockholm Conference on the Environment to vote in

favor of a resolution calling for an end to all nuclear testing.Although the Australian government

was beginning to shift its position in response to public demand, the French remained

unmoved, and it was decided by the committee coordinating the groups working together to

stop the French tests that a delegation of concerned citizens should fly to Tahiti to lodge a

formal protest with the governor of France’s South Sea islands. The group was to include

churchmen, union representatives, and Dr. Jim Cairns, deputy leader of the Australian Labour

Party. I was invited to go along in June. Moments before we were to depart, however, we

learned that French officials in Tahiti had announced that our group would be denied the right

to disembark. We then decided to go to Paris with our protest. Twenty-four hours later, Jim, Ken

Newcombe (leader of the Union of Australian Students), and I arrived in London, where we

addressed a large crowd of Australians and New Zealanders in Hyde Park and delivered a

letter of protest to the French embassy. Unfortunately, Britain’s parlimentarians were far more

concerned with securing England’s entry into the Common Market than with hearing about the

radioactive fall out then contaminating Australia, and Prime Minister Harold Wilson declined to

meet with us. We were not surprised when we met with an equally cold political reception in

Paris the next day. The bureaucrats with whom we exchanged opinions were closed to our

arguments; they insisted that France needed its own force du frappe and that it would under no

circumstances yield to public pressure. Stubbornly claiming that their nuclear tests were

harmless, these professional civil servants nevertheless conceded that they would never

consider conducting such tests in the Mediterranean: “Mon Dieu, there are too many people

there!” We returned to Australia feeling that we had presented our case as forcefully as we

could, but sorely disappointed by the arrogant disdain with which we were received.In

November, however, the momentum began to shift dramatically in our favor: a conference of

Pacific nations convened by Australia and New Zealand spearheaded a UN vote to outlaw

nuclear testing. The French countered with an announcement that 1973 would bring a new

series of tests, including a I-megaton hydrogen bomb blast over Mururoa Atoll. One month

later, an enraged Australian public elected the Australian Labour Party, which opposed the

action of the French, into office. Calling for an injunction to compel the French to desist from

further atmospheric testing in the Pacific, the newly elected Australian government, and the

government of New Zealand, took France before the International Court of Justice in the

Hague. Although the court’s decision was disappointingly equivocal, France finally backed

down in the face of world opinion and announced that it would restrict its testing to

underground sites.In our struggle to put an end to atmospheric nuclear testing, we had

demonstrated that one voice was all it took to raise a warning call, and that once enough other

voices joined in, that call would be heard around the world.My experience in the struggle I have

just described, and in others in Australia and in the United States, has taught me many things:

first and perhaps most important, that we can no longer afford to entrust our lives, and the lives



and health of future generations, to politicians, bureaucrats, “experts,” or scientific specialists,

because all too often their objectivity is compromised. Most government officials are shockingly

uninformed about the medical implications of nuclear power and atomic warfare, and yet they

daily make life and death decisions in regard to these issues. Some responsibility for this

ignorance must rest with my medical colleagues: too many of us are reluctant to look beyond

our research laboratories or hospital corridors, and too many of us have remained silent about

the medical hazards of nuclear technology and the radiation it produces, despite the fact that

we acknowledge such radiation to be a certain cause of cancer and genetic disease.My

experience has also taught me that the survival of our species depends upon each individual.

The controversy surrounding nuclear fission is the most important issue that all societies and

the world at large have ever faced. A national and international debate on this subject is long

overdue, and the participation of each individual will determine its outcome. We must begin by

first of all learning as much as we can about the critical health hazards involved, because what

we don’t know about these dangers may kill us:• The world’s major military powers have built

tens of thousands of atomic bombs powerful enough to kill the world’s inhabitants several times

over, and, despite the fact that nuclear disarmament is occurring between the superpowers, it

is a very slow process.• Each 1000-megawatt nuclear reactor contains as much long-lived

radioactive material (“fall out”) as would be produced by one thousand Hiroshima-sized bombs.

A “meltdown” (in which fissioning nuclear fuel overheats and melts, penetrating the steel and

concrete structures that encase it) could release a reactor’s radioactive contents into the

atmosphere killing hundreds of thousands of people, depending upon the wind direction and

population density, and contaminating thousands of square miles.• Each operating reactor daily

releases carcinogenic and mutagenic effluent. These radioactive materials raise the level of

background radiation to which we are constantly exposed, increasing our risk of developing

cancer and genetic disease.• Each reactor annually produces tons of radioactive waste, some

of which remains dangerous for more than 500,000 years. No permanant fail-safe method of

containment or storage has yet been found for them, despite millions of dollars spent during

four decades of research. Despite recent proposals, there is good reason to suspect that we

may never develop safe methods of containment and long-term storage. Since there is

currently no other place to put the used irradiated fuel/high-level waste, it is today sitting at

each reactor site; thus, the cumulative total of the bulk of the radiation generated is

accumulating on sites that are usually located on fresh water supplies.• Each reactor annually

produces approximately five hundred pounds of plutonium. Dangerous for at least 500,000

years, this toxic substance poses a threat to public health that cannot be overemphasized.

Present in nature in only minute amounts, plutonium is one of the deadliest substances known.

In addition, it is the basic raw material needed for the fabrication of atomic bombs, and each

reactor yearly produces enough to make forty such weapons. Thus, “peaceful” nuclear power

production is synonymous with nuclear weapons proliferation. American, French, German,

British, Swedish, Japanese, and Canadian sales of reactor technology abroad guarantees that

by the end of the century dozens of countries will possess enough nuclear material to

manufacture bombs of their own. Moreover, the “plutonium economy,” which has been adopted

by Japan and still pursued by some in the U.S. nuclear industry and its supporters in

government, presents the disturbing probability that terrorist groups will construct atomic

bombs from stolen nuclear materials, or that criminals will divert such material for radioactive

blackmail. Because of this terrorist threat we may find ourselves living in a police state

designed to minimize unauthorized access to such nuclear materials.Most early developers of

nuclear energy explored its potential fifty years ago to produce bombs that would inflict



unprecedented damage. Seven years after the United States tested two such weapons on the

populations of Hiroshima and Nagasaki in 1945, the collective guilt generated by the deaths of

some 350,000 Japanese civilians prompted the American government to advocate a new

policy: the “peaceful use of atomic energy” to produce “safe, clean electricity,” a form of power

touted as being “too cheap to meter.” Together, industry and government leaders decided that

nuclear power would become the energy source of the future. Today, thirty-eight years later,

that prospect still threatens the well-being of many nations and of the world.Despite Three Mile

Island and Chernobyl, the global nuclear “priesthood” is still intent on building new reactors.

One hundred and seventy five are planned for the United States alone over the next several

decades.One need not be a scientist or nuclear engineer to take part in this important debate;

in fact, an over-specialized approach tends to confuse the issue. The basic questions involved

ultimately go beyond the technical problems related to reactor safety and radioactive waste

management. It is now obvious that we cannot have faith in the infallibility of human beings to

administer this unforgiving technology. Even if it is possible to isolate nuclear waste from our

environment, how confident can we be in our ability to control the actions of fanatics or

criminals? How can we assure the longevity of the social institutions responsible for

perpetuating that isolation? And what moral right do we have to burden our progeny with this

poisonous legacy, let alone to produce more? Finally, we must confront the philosophical issue

at the heart of the crisis: Do we, as a species, possess the wisdom that the intelligent use of

nuclear power demands? This question is, of course, redundant because nuclear power is the

one industry where we can’t afford to be fallible.From a purely medical point of view, there

really is no controversy: the commerical and military technologies we have developed to

release the energy of the nucleus impose unacceptable risks to health and life. As a physician,

I consider it my responsibility to preserve and further life. Thus, as a doctor, as well as a

mother and a world citizen, I wish to practice the ultimate form of preventive medicine by

ridding the earth of these technologies that propagate disease, suffering, and death.Chapter

2RadiationRadiation, the particles and waves emitted by unstable elements, has saved the

lives of thousands of people when used to diagnose and treat disease. But little more than

thirty years after its discovery in the late 1890s scientists began to find that radiation had a

dual nature: it could kill as well as cure. Working with primitive, high-dose X-ray machines,

many early roentgenologists died of radiation burns and cancer. Well-known for their

pioneering work with radium, Marie Curie and her daughter Irene died of leukemia. Studies

conducted over the past forty years have shown that many people irradiated in infancy and

childhood for such minor maladies as acne, enlarged thymus, bronchitis, ringworm, tonsillitis,

and adenoids have developed cancers of the thyroid, salivary glands, brain, pharynx, and

larynx up to thirty years later. Studies of uranium miners and people engaged in commercial

activities, as well as Japanese survivors of atomic explosions, have yielded enough evidence

to demonstrate beyond doubt that cancer of the blood, lung, thyroid, breast, stomach, lymph

glands, and bone occur in human beings as a result of exposure to radiation. Today, therefore,

it is an accepted medical fact that radiation causes cancer.To understand the dangers posed

by nuclear power generation, nuclear weapons production, and nuclear warfare, we must

acquire a basic knowledge of the nature of radiation and its biological impact on human body

cells.All matter is composed of elements, and the smallest particle of an element is an atom.

Each atom has a central nucleus consisting for the most part of protons (particles with mass

and positive electric charge). The number of protons in the nucleus gives us the element’s

“atomic number”: the sum total of both the protons and neutrons gives us the element’s “atomic

weight.” All the atoms of a given element have the same atomic number, but because some



atoms contain more neutrons than others, not all of an element’s atoms have the same atomic

weight. Atoms of the same element with different atomic weights are called “isotopes.”

Uranium, for example, with an atomic number of 92, appears in nature in two forms: uranium

235 and uranium 238.All elements with an atomic number of 83 or more are unstable or

“radioactive,” which means that their atoms can spontaneously eject—or “radiate”—particles

and energy waves from their nuclei. This emission process, during which an element

disintegrates into other nuclear forms, is referred to as “radioactive decay,” and the rate at

which it proceeds is calculated in terms of “half-life.” The half-life of an element is the period of

time it takes for the radioactivity of any amount of that element to be reduced by half. The half-

life of strontium 90, for example, is twenty-eight years. Starting with one pound of strontium 90,

in twenty-eight years there will be half a pound of radioactive material, in twenty-eight more

years there will be a quarter of a pound, in twenty-eight more years there will be one-eighth of

a pound. After approximately 560 years or twenty half-lives, the radioactivity of a given sample

of strontium 90 will be reduced to one millionth of its original potency.In the course of this

decay, atoms give off three major forms of radiation: alpha, beta, and gamma, named after the

first three letters of the Greek alphabet.The equivalent of a helium nucleus, an alpha particle

consists of two protons and two neutrons. Because of its relatively great size and weight, such

a particle can be stopped by a sheet of paper, tends to lose momentum quickly, and can

penetrate only short distances into matter; nevertheless, it is very energetic, and if it is moving

fast enough when it comes in contact with a living body cell, it can burst through the cell wall

and do serious damage to the interior. In fact, for the same amount of total energy delivered,

alpha radiation has greater biological effects than any other form of radiation. Recent studies

show the alpha impact on chromosomes to be one thousand times greater than gamma

radiation.1Almost two thousand times smaller than an alpha particle, a beta particle, when

negatively charged, is identical to an electron. Emitted by the nucleus, beta particles can

penetrate matter much further than alphas: they can travel through a number of body cells

before they lose energy and come to a stop.Gamma radiation, electromagnetic energy waves

emitted by the nucleus of a radioactive substance, has the greatest penetrating power and

often accompanies alpha and beta emission. X rays are similar to gamma rays.Radiation is

insidious, because it cannot be detected by the senses. We are not biologically equipped to

feel its power, or see, hear, touch, or smell it. Yet gamma radiation can penetrate our bodies if

we are exposed to radioactive substances. Beta particles can pass through the skin to damage

living cells, although, like alpha particles, which are unable to penetrate this barrier, their most

serious and irreparable damage is done when we ingest food or water—or inhale air—

contaminated with particles of radioactive matter.Radiation harms us by ionizing—that is,

altering the electric charge of—the atoms and molecules composing our body cells. Whether

the effects of this ionizing are manifest within hours or over a period of years usually depends

on the amount of exposure, measured in terms of rem (roentgen equivalent man) units.

Nevertheless, even the smallest dose (measured in millirems) can affect us, for the effects of

radiation are cumulative. If we receive several small amounts of radiation over time, the long-

term biological effect (cancer, leukemia, genetic injury) is almost certainly similar to receiving a

large dose all at once.A very high dose of ionizing radiation (say, of three thousand rems or

more) causes acute encephalopathic syndrome—an effect scientists sought when they

designed a “neutron bomb” to be used against invading forces. The explosion of such a bomb

will leave buildings intact (although they may remain radioactive for years); what is destroyed is

the human brain and nervous tissue. Within forty-eight hours of exposure the brain cells will

swell and enlarge, producing increased pressure inside the skull. Confusion, delerium, stupor,



psychosis, ataxia (the loss of neurological control of the muscles), and fever result; there

follows a period of lucidity, then sudden death.A dose of six hundred rems or more produces

acute radiation sickness. Thousands of Japanese A-bomb victims died from this sickness

within two weeks of the bomb explosions in 1945. Such exposure to radiation kills all actively

dividing cells in the body: hair falls out, skin is sloughed off in big ulcers, vomiting and diarrhea

occur; and then, as the white blood cells and platelets die, victims expire of infection and/or

massive hemorrhage.Lower doses of radiation can cause abnormalities of the immune system

and can also cause leukemia five to ten years after exposure; cancer, twelve to sixty years

later; and genetic diseases and congenital anomalies in future generations.Of all the creatures

on earth, human beings have been found to be one of the most susceptible to the carcinogenic

effects of radiation (because their cells are rapidly dividing, fetuses, infants, and young children

are the most sensitive to radiation’s effects). One of the modern era’s most dreaded killer

diseases, cancer is like a parasitic organism, often causing slow and painful death. It is

estimated by medical authorities that one in three people in the western world will contract the

disease at some point.The mechanism by which radiation causes cancer is not completely

understood. It is currently believed, however, that it involves damage to the genes. Our bodies

are made up of billions of cells. Inside each cell is a nucleus, and inside the nucleus are long

bead-like strings known as chromosomes. These strings are DNA molecules, sequences of

which are specific genes. Genes control every aspect of the individual’s hereditary

characteristics: hair color, eye color, personality factors, brain development, and so forth. Half

of one’s genes are inherited from one’s mother, half from one’s father.Genes also control

cellular activities, and within every cell there is thought to be a regulatory gene that controls the

cell’s rate of division. If our bodies are gamma-irradiated from the exterior, or if we inhale a

particle of radioactive matter into our lungs and one of its atoms emits an alpha or beta

particle, this radiation can collide with a regulatory gene and chemically damage it, sometimes

killing the cell, sometimes leaving it alive. The surviving cell continues to function normally, until

one day, five to sixty years later (i.e., after the “latent period” of carcinogenesis), instead of

dividing to produce two new cells, it goes berserk and manufactures billions of identically

damaged cells. This type of growth, which leads to the formation of a tumor, is called

cancer.Cancer cells often break from the main mass of tumor, enter the blood or lymph

vessels, and travel to other organs. Here again, they will divide uncontrollably to form new

tumors. Because they are more aggressive than normal body cells, cancer cells utilize the

body’s nutrients, causing normal tissues to waste away and die.In addition to giving rise to

cancer, radiation also causes genetic mutations—sudden changes in the inheritable

characteristics of an organism. In 1927, Dr. H.J. Muller was awarded the Nobel Prize for his

discovery that X-irradiation causes an increase in the number of such mutations in fruit flies.

Muller’s findings have since been confirmed by many other researchers. The genes and

chromosomes of the scores of animals and plants tested have been found to be vulnerable to

radiation. They, too, develop cancer and genetic diseases when exposed to radioactive

materials. The reproductive organs of human beings are believed to be equally susceptible.

Moreover, the number of mutations had been shown to be in direct ratio to the total amount of

radiation exposure to the gonads, whether that exposure be a single large dose or many very

small ones.A mutation occurs whenever a gene is chemically or structurally changed. Some

body cells die or become cancerous when they are mutated; others survive without noticeable

changes. A genetically mutated sperm or egg cell may survive free of cancer but can seriously

damage the offspring to which it gives rise.There are two kinds of genes: dominant and

recessive. To clarify the difference, let us consider the example of eye color. Each characteristic



is determined by a pair of genes (one member of the pair coming from the mother, one from

the father). The gene for brown eyes is a strong or dominant gene. The gene for blue eyes is

weak or recessive. A child who inherits two brown-eyed genes will be born with brown eyes.

The child with one brown-eyed gene and one blue-eyed gene will still have brown eyes,

because the brown-eyed gene is dominant. The only way to get blue eyes is to inherit two blue-

eyed genes.A child formed from an egg or sperm cell mutated by radiation in a dominant way

will show the results of that mutation. It may spontaneously abort or, if it survives pregnancy, it

may turn out to be a sickly, deformed individual with a shortened lifespan. If this person then

reproduces, statistically half his or her children will inherit the dominant gene and its

deformities. Approximately five hundred such dominant genetic diseases have been identified.

A typical example is achondroplastic dwarfism: individuals suffering from this disease are born

with abnormal bones, resulting in short arms and legs and a relatively large head.A radiation-

induced recessive mutation might not make itself immediately apparent. A child might seem

normal but carry the deleterious gene and pass it on to the next generation. Since the disease

caused by a recessive gene will not manifest unless a child inherits the gene from both

parents, it might not show up for generations. Diabetes, muscular dystrophy, hemophilia,

certain forms of mental retardation, and cystic fibrosis are among the one thousand five

hundred recessive genetic diseases now known.Radiation can also cause chromosomal

breakage in a sperm or egg cell, leading to seriously deformed offspring. One disease

associated with chromosomal damage is mongolism, or Down’s syndrome.Deformities can

also occur even when the sperm and egg cell are genetically normal, if radiation kills specific

cells in the developing embryo during the first three months of intrauterine life. If a cell destined

to form the septum of the heart is killed, a baby may be born with a hole in its heart. Such

intrauterine damage, known as teratogenesis, can produce deformities similar to those caused

by the drug thalidomide. Also, there is an increased incidence of childhood leukemia if the fetus

is exposed to radiation in utero.We are all exposed to background radiation in the form of the

natural, “background” radiation to which the earth has been subject for billions of years. When

the ozone layer of the atmosphere was thinner, ultraviolet rays from the sun and cosmic rays

from outer space—two natural forms of radiation—streamed in unhampered to cause genetic

mutations in every species. As a result of this and a complex of other forces, the simple single-

celled organisms found in the ocean evolved gradually into more complex creatures adapted to

living in the sea, on land, and in the air.As the ozone layer accumulated and became more

dense, these multicellular organisms were protected from damaging solar radiation, and

eventually the human species developed, with its highly specialized brain. Strong or beneficial

mutations prevailed, while the detrimental mutations died out. Almost all geneticists currently

believe that humanity has reached an evolutionary peak in the number of beneficial mutations

that the species can undergo; most genetic mutations are therefore thought to be detrimental,

causing disease and deformity.But background radiation continues to affect us. The protection

of the ozone layer is now threatened, because chlorofluorocarbon (CFC) gases used in

refrigerators, air conditioners, furniture manufacture, industry, and spray cans are damaging

ozone in the upper atmosphere, allowing more ultraviolet and cosmic rays to reach the earth’s

surface. Consequently, the incidence of skin cancer and malignant melanoma is increasing

dramatically, particularly in the Southern but also the Northern Hemispheres. Ultraviolet light

also causes cataracts and blindness in humans and animals, and plants are themselves

damaged by high levels of cosmic radiation.Background radiation also comes from other

natural sources, such as radium and radon, potassium 40, and carbon 14 present in rocks, air,

and our own body cells. In Kerala, India, an abnormally high level of radioactive thorium found



in the local soil is believed to be responsible for a high incidence of mongolism, mental

retardation, and other congenital abnormalities. The average level of background radiation

exposure for people living in both the Northern and Southern Hemispheres amounts to

approximately one hundred millirems per year (six rems in sixty years). Although the exact

percentage is unknown this radiation is thought to be responsible for a portion of all the

cancers and genetic disorders afflicting us today.Equally hazardous to our health is the human-

made radiation to which most of us are exposed. Human-made radiation, too, can initiate

cancer and genetic mutation. How does it reach us?Medical X rays are the most prevalent

source of radiation for the general public today. Since the effect of each dose is cumulative,

each exposure carries with it an additional carcinogenic and mutagenic risk. Thus it is

imperative that doctors, dentists, chiropractors, and patients alike take into account the

potentially harmful effects of those rays, so that only those X rays deemed absolutely

necessary are performed. In 1965, Dr. Karl Morgan, a noted health physicist, formally

associated with the Atomic Energy Commission, estimated that 40–50 percent of all medical X

rays were unnecessary and that patients were receiving twice the necessary exposure for X-

ray procedures at that time. Dr. Morgan fought the unnecessary use of mass chest X-ray

programs for twenty years, and this campaign dramatically reduced those procedures. Now he

claims that compared to 400 percent unnecessary exposure in those days, we are down to 230

percent more exposure than is needed because of high insurance requirements and litigative

medicine. Lawyers should remove themselves from the practice of medicine.2Nuclear power

production and the processes employed in the manufacture of nuclear weapons are

responsible for generating billions upon billions of NEW radioactive atoms and molecules, and

these are the second most prevalent sources of public exposure today. The difference is that

you can turn X rays off, but radioactive waste lasts forever—the vast bulk of the POTENTIAL

exposure for humans emanates from nuclear fission.These fission processes result in the

manufacture of hundreds of radioactive elements, which are already starting to contaminate

the food chain. The radioactive material finds its way into rivers, lakes, and oceans, where it is

eaten by fish, incorporated into their biochemical systems, and concentrated in their bodies

thousands of times. Contaminated water is taken up by grass and other vegetation; the

radioactive elements are concentrated again. Cows grazing on contaminated grass further

concentrate the radiation and eventually pass the contamination onto us, in the form of milk or

meat. Vast quantities of this man-made radiation lies buried in soils, migrating into aquifers,

rivers, lakes, and oceans. It is routinely discharged into the air we breathe, and it sits in storage

pools and huge storage tanks, eventually to contaminate the food chains for the rest of

time.Prominent among the radioactive elements manufactured in the production of nuclear

power and atomic weapons are the beta and gamma emitters iodine 131, strontium 90, and

cesium 137. Iodine has a half-life of eight days. Both this element and strontium 90 travel up

the food chain, and, when ingested by humans, are absorbed through the bowel wall. Iodine

131 migrates in the blood to the thyroid gland and may cause cancer there twelve to fifty years

later; strontium 90, with a half-life of twenty-eight years, chemically resembles calcium and is

incorporated into bone tissue, where it may lead to leukemia and osteogenic sarcoma (a

malignant bone tumor). Cesium 137, with a half-life of thirty years, concentrates in animal

muscle and fish; ingested by humans, it deposits in body muscles and irradiates the muscle

cells and nearby organs. Significantly, X rays can only damage the patient as they pass

through the body, but radioactive waste remains in the body for many years consistently

irradiating surrounding cells.
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Charles Hardy, “A wake-up call, but nobody is listening.. This is a very important book. Its all

about the radioactive poisoning of the biosphere and the extinction of lifeforms on this planet..”
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industrial complex to do nothing in the face of this existential threat.”
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